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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a cloud type radiance record derived from NOAA polar-orbiting weather satellites

using cloud properties retrieved from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and

spectral brightness temperatures (Tb) observed by the High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS).

The authors seek to produce a seamless, global-scale, long-term record of cloud type andTb statistics intended

to better characterize clouds from seasonal to decadal time scales. Herein, the methodology is described in

which the cloud type statistics retrieved from AVHRR are interpolated onto each HIRS footprint using two

cloud classificationmethods. This approach is tested over the northeast tropical and subtropical PacificOcean

region, which contains a wide variety of cloud types during a significant ENSO variation from 2008 to 2009. It

is shown that the Tb histograms sorted by cloud type are realistic for all HIRS channels. The magnitude of Tb

biases among spatially coincident satellite intersections over the northeast Pacific is a function of cloud type

and wavelength. While the sign of the bias can change, the magnitudes are generally small forNOAA-18 and

NOAA-19, andNOAA-19 andMetOp-A intersections. The authors further show that the differences between

calculated standard deviations of cloud-typed Tb well exceed intersatellite calibration uncertainties. The

authors argue that consideration of higher-order statistical moments determined from spectral infrared ob-

servations may serve as a useful long-term measure of small-scale spatial changes, in particular cloud types

over the HIRS–AVHRR observing record.

1. Introduction

A global observational dataset that is spectrally

broad, spectrally resolved, and traceable to absolute

standards is desirable for detecting and monitoring cli-

mate change (Anderson et al. 2004). There is a record of

well-calibrated hyperspectral midinfrared and visible/

near-infrared narrowband observations from the At-

mospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), but it extends back

only to the launch of EOS Aqua in 2002. Therefore, it is

imperative to characterize the capabilities of past and

present weather observing systems for the purpose of

observing some key climate observables, such as nar-

rowband radiances and the cloud types they are associ-

ated with, in order to build a useful climate record that

has an increased probability of capturing atmospheric

trends caused by anthropogenic climate change.

NOAA polar-orbiting satellites have been in orbit

since the launch ofTIROS-N in 1978, and currently a new

generation of instruments (very similar to EOS Aqua) is

available on board the Suomi NPP (formerly NPOESS

Preparatory Project) satellite platform. Each of these

operational satellite systems, up until the launch of Suomi

NPP, carries the Advanced Very High Resolution Ra-

diometer (AVHRR) and the High Resolution Infrared

Radiation Sounder (HIRS). Although incremental

changes have been made to both AVHRR and HIRS

with successive launches, the overall configuration has
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changed little (Fig. 1). In addition, the European Orga-

nisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

(EUMETSAT) recently launched two weather satellites,

MetOp-A and MetOp-B (top rows in Fig. 1), each con-

taining new andmore capable instruments along with the

legacy AVHRR and HIRS instruments. MetOp-C will

also carry an AVHRR but not a HIRS. While the ob-

servational record has considerable uncertainty, a clear

advantage of the combined AVHRR–HIRS record is

that it spans over three decades and continues to

lengthen. The International Satellite Cloud Climatology

Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer 1991) is com-

monly used to assess cloud changes over the last 35 years.

However, while ISCCP has shown some skill in detecting

latitudinal shifts in cloud fraction (Bender et al. 2011;

Marchand 2013), there are limitations in this dataset that

need to be corrected for with regard to cloud type trend

detection (Norris and Evan 2015). Furthermore, the sin-

gle infrared 11-mm channel that is made available is not

capable of resolving spectral IR changes in clouds si-

multaneously within window and absorbing bands. These

narrowband IR observations are available from the

HIRS instruments but remain highly underutilized as a

full spectrum for assessment of clouds, their adjacent

thermodynamic environments, and covariances among

the radiances between channels.

The intersatellite biases within the NOAA polar or-

biter data record, due to both uncertainties in spectral

response functions and orbital drift in the presence of a

diurnal cycle, have hampered the construction of a rig-

orous and comprehensive dataset for all of the climate-

related variables these instruments are capable of

characterizing. While climate data records (CDRs) have

been created using cloud properties from AVHRR

(Foster and Heidinger 2013; Sun et al. 2015), the radi-

ance CDRs derived from HIRS data have not been ex-

ploited for discerning spectral infrared features among

different cloud types, which is potentially richer than

that available fromAVHRR alone. Furthermore, HIRS

and AVHRR data have not been combined to in-

vestigate spectral IR cloud changes in the context of

climate variability, let alone a changing climate. Pre-

vious research efforts such as Frey et al. (1996) used

AVHRR to screen for clouds, and Baum et al. (1992,

1994) used selected HIRS channels to improve cloud

type determination. But these studies, along with

FIG. 1. Timeline of NOAA polar-orbiting satellite instrument status. For each satellite, the

instrument status for HIRS (upper) and AVHRR (lower) is denoted by color, as shown in the

legend. Reasons for changes in status are noted, where known. ‘‘Not operational’’ denotes data

not being used operationally, and it does not necessarily imply that no data are available. One

notable example of this is the HIRS/4 instrument aboard N18, which is still producing data,

albeit with substantial noise. The asterisk (*) denotes that AVHRR aboard N17 is still oper-

ational after January 2009, but we avoid data from this time period. The question mark (?)

denotes status changes for which the cause is not known by the authors.
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intercalibration studies such as Chen et al. (2013),

often focus on a few channels at a time, precluding the

investigation of relationships between cloud types

and brightness temperatures Tb across the HIRS

spectrum.

With the long-term goal of creating a climate-quality

cloud type radiance record, the objectives of the present

study are to prototype and test a scalable method for

merging the visible and near-infrared cloud properties

from AVHRR with the multispectral brightness tem-

perature data from HIRS. Such a dataset facilitates

multispectral cloud Tb trend detection in the face of

instrument degradation and replacement. The preser-

vation of higher moments enables the detection of pro-

cess- and phenomenon-specific changes (e.g., changes in

convection during El Niño, as we highlight in the present

study). Future simulation of AVHRR and HIRS obser-

vations from general circulation models (GCMs) will

allow both the benchmarking of the GCMs themselves

(Turner and Tett 2014) and multispectral optimal

fingerprinting of climate change.

As a first step toward creating a combined climate-

quality dataset, we perform the following tasks for the

present study.

1) We characterize HIRS spectral infraredTb at a pixel-

scale level by determining the cloud type(s) that are

present within each HIRS pixel. We interpolate the

AVHRR radiances and their derived cloud types

onto HIRS pixels by testing several representations

of the HIRS point spread function (PSF). After the

interpolation is optimized and tested, we project the

AVHRR-derived cloud type data based on Clouds

from AVHRR Extended (CLAVR-x) cloud prop-

erty retrievals onto HIRS pixels.

2) We spatially and temporally grid the cloud-typed

HIRS spectral Tb. The gridding methodology is

computationally efficient so that it can be performed

for large sets of satellite data. Each full histogram

contains the relevant statistical information of the

cloud-typed Tb for that grid cell, which includes

means, standard deviations, and additional higher-

order moments.

3) We test our PSF interpolation and gridding method-

ology in the northeast Pacific Ocean region to de-

termine whether the current state of the HIRS and

AVHRR data is sufficient for discerning local, cloud

type–specific changes in HIRS Tb statistics from

ENSO variability apart from impacts due to HIRS

spectral response function shifts, spatial resolution,

diurnal sampling, and seasonal variability. We assess

these impacts using selected satellite intersects in the

northeast Pacific Ocean region during the years 2008

and 2009, in which a moderate strength shift in

ENSO is observed.

This paper is arranged as follows. We first describe the

NOAApolar orbiters and instruments, and theCLAVR-x

cloud product retrieval methodology, in section 2. We

then describe the interpolation procedure in section 3, the

construction of the gridded datasets in section 4, and

present results from the northeast Pacific Ocean case

study in section 5. We summarize, conclude, and describe

future directions of this work in section 6.

2. Data

The polar orbiter data are obtained from the NOAA

Comprehensive Large Array-Data Stewardship System

(CLASS) archive (http://www.class.ngdc.noaa.gov/). We

focus on a subset of data from several recent NOAA

platforms (NOAA-16 onward, referred to in this study as

N16, N17, and so on) and two EUMETSAT platforms

(MetOp-A, referred to as M2; and MetOp-B, referred

to as M1). All of these aforementioned satellites are

in a polar low-Earth orbit, with the ascending (north-

ward) track typically during the daytime and the de-

scending (southward) track at nighttime 12 h later.

While the EUMETSAT orbiters are in a controlled

orbit, the ascending and descending equatorial crossing

times (ECTs) for the older NOAA satellites drift over

time (Fig. 2).

Traditionally, simultaneous nadir overpasses (SNOs),

or some less stringent matching criteria, are used to

compare data from multiple satellites. The most com-

monly used approach is to examine SNOs in high

latitudes, which occur regularly for most pairs of polar-

orbiting satellites. The approachwe use in this study is to

examine intersections at lower latitudes than SNOs ei-

ther 1) when ascending ECTs for two satellites overlap

and they cross the equator going the same direction at

the same LST, or 2) when ascending and descending

ECTs for two satellites overlap and they cross the

equator going the opposite directions at the same LST.

N18 and N19 experience an ascending ECT overlap in

late 2009, and N16 and M1 experience an ascending–

descending ECT overlap in early 2014 (see the solid red

circles in Fig. 2). There is an additional ascending ECT

overlap betweenN17 andM2 in mid-2009, but problems

with N17 after January 2009 prevent us from making a

useful comparison during this overlap (see the dotted

red circle in Fig. 2).

We analyze infrared Tb from HIRS, version 3 (on

board older satellites, including N16 and N17), and

HIRS, version 4 (on board N18, N19, M2, and M1).

These instruments operate via the use of a telescope, an
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elliptical scan mirror, and a rapidly rotating filter wheel

containing 20 filters (Robel 2009). Both versions in-

clude one visible channel (0.63mm), seven shortwave

IR channels (3.7–4.6mm), and 12mid-IR channels (6.7–

15mm). Many of these channels are chosen to sample

various layers of the atmosphere, and we refer the

reader to Fig. 2 in Li et al. (2000) for the vertical

weighting functions of HIRS/3 channels for the stan-

dard atmosphere. HIRS/4 has a resolution of about

10 km in the horizontal, while HIRS/3 has a resolution

closer to 20 km; we derive a more precise estimate in

section 3.

HIRS calibration fits measured scene counts to a

quadratic calibration curve, which is based on regular

views of outer space and internal blackbody targets.

Under nominal operation, for most channels, HIRS

calibration errors can be kept to within about 0.5K (Cao

et al. 2007). However, intersatellite calibration must

account for not only the Tb calibration errors for a given

satellite, but also for changes in the observed spectra

from one satellite to the next. Postlaunch spectral re-

sponse function changes can result in mean intersatellite

biases as much as 4% from one satellite to the next for

mid-IR channels (Chen et al. 2013). Shi et al. (2008)

model these Tb biases as scene dependent, while Chen

et al. (2013) apply a multichannel linear model to re-

move intersatellite biases in three mid-IR channels,

constraining biases to within 1% for those channels.

For HIRS cloud type characterization, the visible and

infrared imager data from AVHRR, version 3, on board

all of the satellites, are exploited in this study. AVHRR

samples up to three visible channels (0.5, 0.8, and 1.6mm)

and up to three IR channels (3.6, 11, and 12.5mm), with a

resolution of 1.09km. However, the 3.6- and 1.6-mm

bands cannot sample simultaneously. While the new

MetOp orbiters are able to obtain global maps at this

spatial resolution, limited data storage and transmission

bandwidth limitations on the legacy NOAA systems re-

quired that the data be subsampled and degraded at a

lower resolution. These Global Area Coverage (GAC)

data are produced by retaining every third scan line along

track, and averaging four of every five pixels across track,

resulting in a nominally 4-km dataset (Frey et al. 1996). It

is these 4-km pixels that we use in this study.

The cloud types are obtained from the CLAVR-x

postprocessing routine (Heidinger et al. 2002, 2004;

Thomas et al. 2004; Heidinger et al. 2014) applied to the

AVHRR data. This is the operational version of the

cloud processing routine used to produce the PATMOS-x

CDRs, the only differences being that PATMOS-xmakes

use of a different reanalysis package and that it includes

additional ancillary data in order to meet the specific

requirements of a NOAA CDR. Our implementation of

CLAVR-x makes use of auxiliary data from the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center

for Atmospheric Research Reanalysis 1 (NNR) product

(Kalnay et al. 1996). These data are necessary as the cloud

property retrievals are physically based. We also use

these NNR fields directly in the case study analysis in

section 5, interpolating in time between NNR time steps

to the satellite observation time.

CLAVR-x uses a naive Bayesian methodology to

detect clouds (Heidinger et al. 2012). Cloud phase and

type are calculated using a series of thresholds described

in Pavolonis et al. (2005) and Pavolonis and Heidinger

FIG. 2. (a) Daytime (either ascending or descending) ECTs for

the polar-orbiting satellites examined in this study. Dashed lines

represent platforms bearing the;20-kmHIRS/3 instrument, while

solid and dotted lines represent platforms bearing the ;10-km

HIRS/4 instrument. Red solid circles denote ECT overlaps ana-

lyzed in our northeast Pacific case study, and blue solid annotations

illustrate comparisons depicted in later sections, as labeled. The

ECT overlap between N17 and M2 during 2009 is also circled in

dotted red, but no cloud type information is available for N17

during this time period, as discussed in the text. During 2010, the

ascending N16 and descending NOAA-17 ECTs drift outside the

hours plotted, and the respective descending and ascending ECTs

drift into the hours plotted a few years later. (b) The multivariate

ENSO index (in standard deviations) taken from NOAA’s Earth

System Research Laboratory during the same time period, with

blue shading denoting La Niña conditions and red shading denot-

ing El Niño conditions.
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(2004). Other cloud properties are derived through split-

window observations (Heidinger and Pavolonis 2009)

and optimal estimation (Walther and Heidinger 2012).

For a summary description of the cloud property re-

trieval methodology, we refer the reader to Heidinger

et al. (2014).

We make use of two sets of cloud type information.

The first set of cloud types (CLAVR-x cloud types) is

directly output from the CLAVR-x routine using a split-

window method that utilizes IR channels to produce a

consistent day and night cloud retrieval. These cloud

types are partitioned into clear, probably clear, near

surface, water, supercooled water, overlapping, opaque

ice, cirrus, and overshooting scene types. About 43% of

the HIRS/4 pixels are uniquely associated with a single

cloud/scene type, while the other 57% are composed of

mixtures (see section 4). The second set (ISCCP cloud

types) involves applying ISCCP binning thresholds on

the cloud-top pressure and cloud optical depth output

from CLAVR-x. These cloud types are partitioned into

clear, cumulus, stratocumulus, stratus, altocumulus, alto-

stratus, nimbostratus, cirrus, cirrostratus, and deep con-

vection. About 51% of the HIRS/4 pixels are uniquely

associated with a single cloud/scene type, while the other

49% are composed of mixtures. As these two cloud type

approaches have their greatest strength using visible and

IR channels, we herein focus on daytime cloud statistics

only in the remainder of this work. This also helps to

avoid any issues with differences in cloud-typing due

to the switch from the AVHRR 1.6-mm channel to the

3.6-mm channel that often takes place during the night.

3. Interpolation of AVHRR pixels to the HIRS
footprints

Our first objective is to characterize the cloudiness of

HIRS/3 and HIRS/4 footprints from CLAVR-x data. A

determination of which clouds are sensed by each HIRS

observation is necessary. To this end, the HIRS PSF is

reconstructed (see the schematic in Fig. 4). The PSF is an

optimized weighting function applied to the higher-

resolution imager data, to approximate what the HIRS

instrument would observe if it included channels spec-

trally identical to those on AVHRR. The data neces-

sary to optimize the reconstruction comes from HIRS

channel 8 and AVHRR channel 4, with central wave-

lengths near 11mm. The PSF is optimized by minimizing

the root-mean-square (RMS) difference between the

HIRS window channel (channel 8) and the interpolated

AVHRR window channel (channel 4) radiances. The

same window channels have been applied for the pur-

pose of matching HIRS and AVHRR data by Baum

et al. (1992) and others. The window channels allow

straightforward optimization of the PSF, which can then

be applied to CLAVR-x output to estimate the fraction

of a HIRS footprint covered by a particular cloud type.

Similar techniques have been previously used by Schreier

et al. (2010) to combine narrowband imagery from

the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

(MODIS) with hyperspectral infrared radiances from

AIRS on board the Aqua satellite.

Our procedure for optimizing the PSF is described be-

low. Note that steps 1–5 constitute a series of checks to

remove any suspect data. Steps 6 and 7 amount to the

application of a linear least squares regression between

interpolated AVHRR radiances and HIRS radiance sta-

tistics. These steps are repeated for each candidate PSF,

and the PSF that produces the smallest RMS differences

between the HIRS and the bias- and variance-corrected

AVHRRwindow channel data for a given satellite is used

for the remainder of the study.

1) Remove calibration scan lines and blank scan lines

from AVHRR data.

2) Consider only sequences of AVHRR data with 100

nearly contiguous rows (with a gap in the row time of

less than 3.6 s).

3) Apply each of the selected candidate PSFs, as well as

a nearest-neighbor averaging approach, to interpo-

late AVHRR data onto HIRS footprints.

4) Throw out interpolated AVHRR rows that contain

footprints with the 0.1% most extreme differences

from the corresponding HIRS window channel data.

This amounts to roughly 5% of AVHRR rows.

5) Throw out interpolated AVHRR rows with the 5%

most extreme row-median differences in the window

channel (the resulting distribution of radiances is

illustrated in Fig. 3, gray curve).

FIG. 3. Histograms of HIRS/4 (black) and AVHRR/3 (colors)

radiances from N19 (milliwatts per square meter per steradian per

inverse centimeter) during 15 September–15 December (SOND)

2009 over the northeast Pacific. The gray, yellow, and teal curves

represent the changing histograms of interpolated AVHRR/3 data

after successive stages of adjustment.
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6) Scale the departures of the interpolated AVHRR

window channel data from the mean such that the

variance of the interpolated AVHRR and the HIRS

windows channel datasets match (Fig. 3, yellow

curve).

7) Remove the median interpolated AVHRR-minus-

HIRS window channel bias from the remaining

interpolated AVHRR data (Fig. 3, blue curve).

8) Calculate the RMS differences between the interpo-

lated AVHRR data, and the corresponding HIRS

footprints (Fig. 3, black curve).

The candidate PSFs (and nearest-neighbor approach)

examined in step 3 are described below and are depicted

in Fig. 4. Aside from the nearest-neighbor approach, we

mainly test PSFs with radii between 0 and 40km.

Nearest neighbor (Fig. 4a): The nearest-neighbor

approach assigns the value of the AVHRR 4-km

pixel with the nearest HIRS footprint center.

Top-hat PSF (Fig. 4b): Circular top-hat PSFs with

radii ranging from 0.4 to 40 km are tested. In the

practical limit of a 2-km radius, this amounts to

a nearest-neighbor approach.

Trapezoidal PSF (Fig. 4c): To account for aliasing

along the outside of the top-hat PSF edge, we apply

a hybrid trapezoidal PSF that amounts to a top-hat

PSF with tapered edges, or a cropped conical PSF.

The trapezoidal PSFs are tested with inner radii

ranging from 0.4 to 40 km. For each inner radius, the

PSFs with the distance between inner and outer

radii ranging from 0.4 to 40 km are tested. In the

limit of 2 km, this again amounts to a nearest-

neighbor approach. In the limit of an inner radius of

0 km, this amounts to a conical PSF.

Conical PSF (Fig. 4d): Conical PSFs with radii ranging

from 0.4 to 40 km are tested. PSFs with radii smaller

than about 2 km amount to a nearest-neighbor

approach.

Gaussian PSF (Fig. 4e): Gaussian PSFs defined by

standard deviations ranging from 0.4 to 40 km are

tested.

Corrected window channel RMS differences for the

nearest-neighbor approach (Fig. 4a) were between 4 and

4.7K for HIRS/3 instruments on board NOAA satel-

lites, and 2.7K for M2 in our test dataset. These values

are 3–4 times larger than the best RMS values for the

other approaches, as the nearest-neighbor approach

fails to incorporate information from a substantial por-

tion of the HIRS footprint. The top-hat PSF (Fig. 4b)

generally underperforms compared to the other PSFs,

possibly due to aliasing on the edges of the PSF. The

AVHRR 4-km pixels whose centers lie outside the top

hat are ignored, even if the footprints overlap. The best

trapezoidal PSFs (Fig. 4c) were those nearest to the

conical limit, and the conical PSF (Fig. 4d) un-

surprisingly outperforms the top hat and trapezoidal

PSFs. The best Gaussian PSFs (Fig. 4e) perform nearly

as well as conical PSFs when the difference between

FIG. 4. Schematics of the PSFs, including the nearest-neighbor

approach, as labeled. The center of the HIRS footprint is shown

with an ‘‘x.’’ The relative weighting function for each type of PSF is

shown in contours. The relative weights received by the neigh-

boring AVHRR pixels are represented with shading, with darker

colors representing larger weights. RMSE between HIRS channel

8 and interpolated AVHRR channel 4 aboardN18 are shown for

the best of each footprint. These RMSE values are taken from

data over our study region on 16 Nov 2009. The RMSE value is

not shown for the trapezoidal PSF, because the best trapezoidal

averaging function had an inner radius of zero, i.e., it was the

conical PSF.
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their cross-sectional profiles is minimized, although the

conical PSF is numerically faster. The radii, which pro-

duce the lowest corrected RMS values, are about 17 and

8km for HIRS/3 and HIRS/4, respectively, which have

widths at half-maximum weight near their reported

footprint diameters of 20 and 10km, respectively (see

Table 1).

The conical PSF is applied to AVHRR pixels for all

valid HIRS footprints, including both nadir and off-nadir

viewing angles. While RMS errors (RMSE) between the

HIRS radiances and the interpolated AVHRR radiances

increase with zenith angle (Fig. 5), the increase is not

dramatic. For HIRS/3 instruments with the 20-km PSF,

the effect is even smaller, as the overall variance is re-

duced, and the geometry of the PSF matters less. Note,

however, that we drop all points with a viewing angle

above 408 before gridding in section 4.

The RMS differences between the HIRS Tb data

and the corresponding AVHRR channel 4 Tb data

(once it has been interpolated, shifted, and scaled) are

below 1.6K for the test data from 16 November 2009

(Table 1). Of these differences 70%–80% appear to be

due to footprint-scale heterogeneity (Table 1, column

5; Fig. 6e), although some scene dependence is ob-

served in smoothed RMS fields as well (Table 1, col-

umn 4; Fig. 6d).

Once we have determined the PSF for a given satel-

lite, the AVHRR and CLAVR-x data are interpolated

onto the HIRS grid as follows. The data are collocated

using several rounds of elimination for purposes of

computational speed:

1) For each row of HIRS, ignore all but the nearest 50

rows of AVHRR data.

2) For each HIRS footprint along the previously se-

lected row:

(i) Ignore all but the nearest 50 columns of

AVHRR data.

(ii) Ignore all but the AVHRR data within about

33 km in both the zonal and meridional

directions.

(iii) Ignore all but the AVHRR data within 20-km

great-circle distance.

We then apply the conical PSF on AVHRR data within

20km of the center of the HIRS footprint. Weights add to

1.0 by construction, so the shape of the PSF can change; for

example, missing data near the center of the HIRS foot-

print may effectively result in an annular PSF. Typically,

about 11 AVHRR pixels receive a nonzero weight.

These weights are applied in order to average

AVHRR radiances and cloud types. However, averag-

ing cloud type data from CLAVR-x (section 2), which

consist of integers representing different cloud types, is

not completely straightforward. Rather, we treat each

possible cloud type as a separate Boolean field with each

AVHRRpixel having a value of True (1) or False (0) for

that cloud type. This field is multiplied by the weights

from the PSF created to produce a floating point value

between 0.0 and 1.0 for each HIRS footprint that could

be considered a crude cloud fraction. Using this fuzzy

logic approach, each HIRS footprint is assigned not

merely a cloud type but an estimated cloud fraction

corresponding to each cloud type.

4. Cloud type histograms and spatial gridding

Our second objective is to grid the cloud-characterized

data onto latitude-longitude space. To preserve the sta-

tistical moments of the data in a computationally feasible

manner, a single-pass statistical moment calculation al-

gorithmbased onChoi and Sweetman (2010) is employed

that allows for efficient generation of statistics on arbi-

trarily long satellite data records.ATb histogram for each

TABLE 1. Optimal conical PSF radius and RMS differences in

radiance between AVHRR channel 4 and HIRS channel 8 after

bias removal and variance adjustment for conical PSF for No-

vember 2009 (or March 2014 in the case of M1). Smooth RMS

represents the component of the RMSE that remains after

Gaussian smoothing, and fine RMS represents the component of

the RMSE remaining after subtracting the smoothed field. See

Fig. 6

Platform Radius (km) RMS Smooth RMS Fine RMS

N16 17.72 1.57 0.53 1.39

N17 16.54 1.58 0.61 1.35

N18 8.03 1.4 0.57 1.23

N19 8.74 1.5 0.6 1.32

M2 7.56 1.01 0.46 0.84

M1 7.80 1.08 0.42 0.94
FIG. 5. Along-track RMS radiance differences between in-

terpolated, shifted, and scaled AVHRR channel 4 radiances and

HIRS channel 8 radiances, as a function of the absolute zenith

angle on 16 Nov 2009 (or March 2014 in the case of M1).
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channel, cloud type, and 18 3 18 longitude–latitude bin is

produced, and the statistical moments are calculated

based on the histograms. Example histograms for the

northeast Pacific Ocean (21808–1208 longitude, 08–408
latitude) are shown in Fig. 7. Calculating the statistics

based on histograms amounts to calculating statistics

based on weighted data, with the Tb bins serving as the

values and the counts in each bin serving as the weights.

An advantage of this method is that calculating sta-

tistics for a region involves merely summing the histo-

grams over longitude and latitude prior to the

calculation of the statistics. This also lends itself to a

straightforward method to account for the effect of

sampling: before summing histograms, histograms from

overrepresented bins are weighed less. This still makes

use of all the satellite data available, but it produces the

statistically expected sampling-corrected regional his-

togram (it also means that fractional counts are possible

in histograms and maps, as in Figs. 7, 8).

While binning in longitude and latitude is straightfor-

ward, binning by cloud type is not as clear. In this study,

the HIRS Tb that represents a given cloud type bin is

counted if and only if the cloud type value within the

HIRS footprint covers at least 90% of the footprint in

question. If pixels are too heterogeneous to meet this

qualification, then they are labeled as other to distinguish

them from the mixed cloud type classification defined in

CLAVR-x. This other classification is distinct from the

mixed cloud classification; the former is a result of our

interpolation, while the latter is based on a physical re-

trieval. An alternative fuzzy logic approach is to count all

pixels, adding the fractional counts for each cloud type to

the Tb histogram for that cloud type. This method avoids

dismissingHIRS pixels as other and produces very similar

results, except that even a slight contamination of high-

cloud bins with Tb values from partial-low-cloud HIRS

pixels results in as much as 6-K warming for high, con-

vective, and overlapping cloud types.

While our method works for the entire globe, the meth-

odology is tested over the northeast Pacific Ocean during a

significant variation in ENSO. This region contains a wide

variety of cloud types. Schreier et al. (2014) use cloud types

FIG. 6. (a) HIRS channel 8 radiances fromN19 for an ascending track over the northeastern Pacific on

16 Nov 2009. (b) AVHRR channel 4 radiances averaged onto HIRS footprints using the conical PSF,

after the adjustment steps outlined in section 3. (c) AVHRR–HIRS biases for each footprint. (d) Biases

after each field are Gaussian smoothed to remove footprint-scale heterogeneity. (e) Footprint-scale

biases once the smooth fields have been removed.
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defined by the MODIS instrument to characterize AIRS

hyperspectral infrared radiances within this region. The

GEWEX Cloud System Study (GCSS) Pacific Cross-

Section Intercomparison (GPCI) transect (Karlsson et al.

2010; Teixeira et al. 2011) is also located here and is a key

region of focus for climate GCM evaluation.

During 15September–15December (SOND)2009, cloud

types in this region are dominated bymarine stratocumulus

in the northeast (CLAVR-x water or ISCCP stratocumulus

in Fig. 8), and deep convective clouds (CLAVR-x opaque

ice or ISCCP deep convection) and cirrus nearer to the

equator. The moderate counts and the realistic distribution

of sampling-corrected counts for various cloud types suggest

that, while requiring a 10-km footprint to be nearly com-

pletely ‘‘covered’’ by a given cloud type may be a strict

criterion for some cloud types (particularly the CLAVR-x

overshooting type), the binning routine retains enough

cloud counts to realistically represent cloud spatial distri-

butions that can eventually be compared to EOS Aqua

AIRS and MODIS observations. Further investigation on

how to interpret the other type category within HIRS

footprints warrants further investigation.

5. Case study in the northeast Pacific Ocean

Our third objective is to demonstrate the strengths and

weaknesses of the previously described methods for

quantifying specific aspects of climate variability with the

HIRS–AVHRR record. Toward this end, a case study of

cloud type Tb variability over the northeast Pacific Ocean

region is described and investigated. In section 5a, themean

and standard deviation from a selected NOAA satellite are

described, noting that these statistics can be generalized to

the other satellites of interest. Then, the differences in sta-

tistics betweenpairs of satellites or betweenyears are shown.

Next, pairs of distributions from multiple satellites or

time periods are examined. In section 5b, the late 2009

overlap between N18 and N19 is described and involves

two satellites with nearly identical configurations with

AVHRR/3 and HIRS/4 instruments. In section 5c, the

early 2014 overlaps between N16 and the two MetOp

satellites allow a comparison between HIRS/3 and

HIRS/4.N16 carries the;20-kmHIRS/3 andM1 carries

the;10-kmHIRS/4. In section 5d, we sample two times

during the diurnal cycle usingM2 andN19. In section 5e,

we describe differences associated with ENSO vari-

ability using N18 and M2 data between 2008 and 2009.

The ECTs of the two satellites are steady during this

period, while the tropical Pacific transitions from a La

Niña state to an El Niño state.

a. Radiance statistics

As a first check of our methods, the mean values of

spectral Tb for N19 during SOND 2009 are shown in

FIG. 7. NOAA-19HIRS/4 Tb histogram by (a) CLAVR-x and (b) ISCCP cloud type, as shown,

during SOND 2009 over the northeast Pacific Ocean. The light gray envelope shows Tb counts for

all cloud types. Note the logarithmic scale. Colors forCLAVR-x and ISCCP cloud types are chosen

qualitatively to match in order to aid visual comparison between the two panels.
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Fig. 9. Even though HIRS pixels with a mix of AVHRR

cloud types are not considered here,HIRS pixels are still

identified as containing a specific CLAVR-x cloud

type 46% of the time and ISCCP cloud type 51% of the

time. Examining Tb by channel, we observe that Tb

generally increase with wavenumbers throughout the

CO2-slicing channels, peaking in magnitude in the

window channels centered at 12.5 and 11.1mm.

Brightness temperatures are lower within the water

vapor andO3 bands. Brightness temperatures decrease

with wavelength in the N2O and CO2 bands in the

shortwave IR, and again increase in the shortwave IR

window near 3.7mm. The spectral dependence is en-

tirely consistent with our knowledge of the mid-IR

spectrum.

Examining Tb by cloud type, high clouds (Fig. 9,

brown, red, orange, and yellow) generally exhibit lower

Tb as expected, although the cirrus cloud type (Fig. 9,

yellow) has a higher Tb because of its low opacity.

Overlapping clouds (Fig. 9a, orange) likewise have a

fairly high Tb since their observed Tb include compo-

nents due to multiple layers of clouds within those

pixels. Overshooting clouds (Fig. 9a, brown) stand out as

the coldest cloud type since they occur in proximity to

the cold-point tropopause and are opaque to IR wave-

lengths. CLAVR-x cloud types generally produce more

distinct spectral separation in the histograms (Figs. 9a,

7a) than ISCCP cloud types (Figs. 9b, 7b).

CLAVR-x distinguishes between ice andwater phases

in clouds with Tb , 273K. Ice clouds are more ab-

sorptive than water clouds in the 11–12.5-mm channels,

but from 11 to 12.5mm, the absorption by water clouds

increases more rapidly than the absorption by ice clouds

(Strabala et al. 1994; Nasiri and Kahn 2008; Jin and

Nasiri 2014; Kahn et al. 2014). This difference between

phases is inferred by the steepness of the slopes

FIG. 8. Sampling-correctedN18 cloud type frequency during SOND 2009 over the northeast Pacific Ocean. Scales for each panel range

from 0 (white) to the number shown at the top of each panel (black). Counts by cloud type are divided by source, with CLAVR-x cloud

types in the left two columns and ISCCP cloud types in the right two columns. The color scale is from Green (2011).
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FIG. 9. Brightness temperatures Tb as a function of channel wavelength for the 19 infrared N19

HIRS/4 channels during SOND 2009, for (a) CLAVR-x cloud types and (b) ISCCP cloud types, by

color. Total HIRS footprint counts for each cloud type are listed below each panel. Cloud types in

the other category are omitted for clarity, although their statistics are close to those for all

cloud types.
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connecting the 11- and 12.5-mm Tb for different cloud

types. CLAVR-x opaque ice (Fig. 9a, red) and over-

lapping (Fig. 9a, brown), and the ISCCP deep convec-

tion (Fig. 9b, red) Tb decrease very little from 11.1 to

12.5mm compared to warmer cloud types.

Before discussing Tb standard deviations (sTb), we

call the reader’s attention to Fig. 10a. This figure pres-

ents nearly the same information as Fig. 9a but in a grid

format that allows for direct comparison between the

mean Tb and sTb (Fig. 10b). The sTb are reduced for

low-cloud types (Fig. 10b, lower rows) and are generally

elevated for high-cloud types (on the order of 10K;

Fig. 10b, upper rows), since high clouds have a larger

thermal contrast. The high standard deviations for the

water vapor channels for overshooting cloud types may

also be related to the presence of highly variable water

vapor at otherwise very dry altitudes. Dimensional

analysis suggests that fractional differences in air tem-

perature between neighboring HIRS pixels are typically

within 10%, whereas water vapor can vary strongly

between a convective column and the surrounding dry

air (Soden et al. 2005). Indeed, AIRS water vapor

channel sTb is large in the tropics compared to higher

latitudes, while actual temperature standard deviation is

small in these regions (Kahn and Teixeira 2009).

Therefore, we speculate that the proportionally high

sTb in the H2O channels may be related not only to

cloud variability, but perhaps to water vapor variability

associated with a convective environment.

The high standard deviation of cirrus clouds in the O3

channel is not surprising, since cirrus clouds are un-

derstood to contaminate O3 retrievals in the 9.6-mm

band (Joiner et al. 1998). The sTb for this channel, then,

include contributions from O3 and cirrus clouds over a

FIG. 10. HIRS/4 (a) meanTb and (b) sTb statistics over the northeast Pacific by cloud type and channel during

SOND 2009 for N18. Cells are shaded according to the value printed in the cell.
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large region with diverse cloud regimes. Heterogeneous

scenes, labeled as other, also show elevated standard

deviations, consistent with the mixing of multiple

cloud types.

In summary, the cloud type– and channel-specific

Tb statistics are realistic and are consistent with basic

knowledge of the cloudy mid-IR emission spectrum,

validating both the cloud typing and gridding

methodologies.

b. Intersatellite differences

To apply our methods to study variability and

change, we first need to characterize the differences

between satellites analyzing the same—or nearly the

same—scene. We thus begin our comparisons by con-

sidering two satellites (N18 and N19) with nearly

identical AVHRR/3 and HIRS/4 instrument combi-

nations and the same ECT at 1330 LST (Fig. 11). The

mean Tb biases between the two instruments are

mostly small and #61K (Fig. 11a), although N19 Tb

are as much as 4K warmer in the CO2-slicing channels

for all cloud types. This is in agreement with Shi et al.

(2008), who find that scene-dependent radiance biases

can be larger than 1K within an individual channel and

arise from a small shift in central wavenumber (Chen

et al. 2013; Shi and Bates 2011). Chen et al. (2013) ac-

count for intersatellite shifts in spectral response func-

tions using a multichannel linear fit and achieve very

close consistency (within about61K) for the 14–15-mm

CO2-slicing channels. Our work highlights the need for

further intercalibration efforts for other channels

as well.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for (a) N19 minus N18 DTb and (b) N19 divided by N18 s2Tb statistics. Warm

colors in the right-hand column denote (a) warmer N19 Tb and (b) higher N19 s2Tb. Negative values are

italicized. Cells are shaded according to the value printed in the cell.
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While shifts in the spectral response function for tro-

pospheric slicing channels yield different biases for dif-

ferent cloud types, the shifts have larger effects on cloud

types at an altitude at or above the peak of the vertical

weighting function for a given channel. In contrast, Tb

biases for the 14–11-mm bands are small for opaque ice

cloud types that are located well above the weighting

function altitudes for these channels.

Window channels are not as susceptible to spectral

response function shifts, but they still show an overall

cold bias from N18 to N19. Interestingly, cloud type–

specific biases for most types are smaller than the overall

mean bias. With similar viewing geometry, and an ECT

difference of only minutes on top of an already small

diurnal cycle, the existence of such an overall bias be-

tween these channels is intriguing.

Cloud type–specific biases that span multiple col-

umns are likely caused by systematic differences in

intersatellite CLAVR-x cloud typing. Corresponding

biases for ISCCP cloud types (not shown) do not ex-

hibit strong intersatellite cloud type–specific bias dif-

ferences. This does not necessarily disadvantage the

CLAVR-x cloud typing since ISCCP cloud type cate-

gories are less distinct from each other than those from

the CLAVR-x.

From HIRS status reports (e.g., Fig. 1), a decrease in

noise is expected for N19 relative to N18. The s2Tb are

indeed lower for channels 1–4 (14.2–15.0mm) and

channel 12 (6.5mm) forN19 than forN18 (Fig. 11b). For

other channels, s2Tb ratios are very near unity, or even

positive. The increase in sTb of overshooting clouds is

possibly due to sampling, because of the short lifetime,

small scale, and low counts for this cloud type. However,

cirrus, opaque ice, and overlapping cloud counts are

high for both satellites. Thus, the decreasing s2Tb values

across channels for these cloud types are likely due

to differences in CLAVR-x cloud typing between

N18 and N19.

In summary, intersatellite biases are within 61K for

most channels and cloud types, although several chan-

nels have notable biases for some cloud types (e.g.,

overshooting and cirrus, and overlapping) and chan-

nels (e.g., the slicing, N2O, and CO2 channels). The

horizontal banding in Fig. 11a indicates biases due to

AVHRR or CLAVR-x, while vertical banding in-

dicates biases in HIRS. The s2Tb ratios of variances

suggest reduced noise from N18 to the newer N19

satellite for several channels. Importantly, N19 vari-

ance changes are within 610% for most cloud types

and channels.

c. HIRS resolution changes

Our gridding methodology is now used to examine

differences in Tb statistics for HIRS/3 and HIRS/4 in-

struments, with resolutions of about 20 and 10 km, re-

spectively. The N16 and M1 observations during 1

March–31 May (MAM) 2014 are used as the ECTs of

the two instruments’ overlap during this time period.

One may expect that the Tb distributions could differ

for instruments of varying resolution. For instance, it is

less likely that a 20-km footprint is covered by one cloud

type than it is for a 10-km footprint. During MAM 2014,

about a third of the pixels for N16 are grouped under a

specific cloud type (29% for CLAVR-x and 33% for

ISCCP) compared with about half for M1 (47% for

CLAVR-x and 54% for ISCCP). Furthermore, standard

FIG. 12. M1 HIRS/4 divided by N16 HIRS/3 s2Tb statistics over the northeast Pacific by cloud type

during MAM 2014. Warm colors denote higherM1 s2Tb. Negative values are italicized. Cells are shaded

according to the value printed in the cell.
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deviations should be higher for a larger footprint since it

samples over a wider spatial region.

However, the ratios of s2Tb between the two satel-

lites are not a straightforward function of resolution

(Fig. 12). Rather, the comparison for some channels is

dominated by higher noise in N16 that is reflected in

higher standard deviations. The largest differences are

in the 15.0-, 14.7-, 14.5-, and 6.5-mm channels. The N16

Tb histograms for these channels (similar to Fig. 7, not

shown) form wide bell curves and are less distinct than

those fromM1 upon inspection. Other channels do not

show an obviously higher s2Tb from either satellite.

Cirrus, overshooting, overlapping, and all types show

an increase in s2Tb for most channels, but these s2Tb

ratios are not substantially larger than those between

HIRS/4 instruments depicted in Fig. 11.

In summary, we cannot distinguish instrument version

differences between HIRS/3 and HIRS/4 from the

intersatellite differences described previously, and from

instrument degradation experienced by N16.

d. Diurnal variability

Here we briefly revisit the characterization of the di-

urnal cycle. Jackson and Soden (2007) develop amodel of

the diurnal cycle fromHIRS data simulated in a GCM, in

order to quantify the component of intersatellite ‘‘biases’’

due to the diurnal cycle. Lindfors et al. (2011) create a

diurnal cycle by fitting a Fourier series to about 5 years of

HIRS data, while MacKenzie et al. (2012) compare ob-

served and modeled HIRS diurnal cycles. These studies

focus on HIRS mid-IR channels and generally agree that

clear-sky Tb peak around 1400–1600 LST over land. The

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for (a) 2009minus 2008DTb and (b) 2009 divided by 2008 s
2Tb statistics forM2

during SOND. Warm colors denote (a) warmer 2009 Tb and (b) higher 2009 s2Tb. Negative values are

italicized. Cells are shaded according to the value printed in the cell.
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diurnal cycle amplitudes can be as high as 8K, while over

the ocean, they are generally ,1K. MacKenzie et al.

(2012) posit that HIRS data are already sufficient to

constrain the diurnal cycle over land and over sea, at least

in the zonal mean. More specifically, while differences in

the spectral response functions between satellites (in ab-

sence of recalibration) preclude the detection of trends,

the diurnal variability may indeed be large enough to be

characterized in spite of instrument differences. Note,

however, that these studies also emphasize the smallness

of the magnitude of the diurnal cycle over the ocean.

To test whether a cloud type–specific diurnal signal

can be observed over the selected oceanic region, the

M2 data from 0930 LST is compared to N19 data sam-

pled around 1330 LST (not shown). Similar channel- and

cloud type–specific mean Tb differences appear for this

comparison of satellites as for those with overlapping

ECTs; a few other pairs chosen to isolate components of

the diurnal signal suggest very similar results. While

some Tb differences could be explained by the diurnal

variability of particular cloud types, the differences are

smaller in magnitude than other contributing factors to

intersatellite differences and variability. These results

apply only to the oceanic region of study.

In summary, the diurnal cycle of mean Tb between

0930 and 1330 LST over the northeast Pacific Ocean

region is generally ,61K, with many cloud types

slightly cooler during the morning orbit.

e. Interannual variability

To examine interannual variability, the Tb statistics

are compared between 2008 and 2009 for N18 during

MAM and M2 during SOND (Fig. 13). A transition

from a La Niña to an El Niño occurred (Fig. 2) and

both N18 and M2 experienced little change in the

equatorial crossing time during this interval, making

this an ideal opportunity for testing interannual dif-

ferences. Although the results for both satellites and

both seasons were investigated, the choice of satellite

or season makes little difference to the results.

FIG. 14. (top row)M2 cloudy footprint percentage changes (shading) and (bottom row)DTb (shading) fromSOND2008 to 2009 for (a),(d)

all clouds; (b),(e) low clouds; and (c),(f) high clouds. Colored contours (positive in red, zero in gray, and negative in blue) show changes from

2008 to 2009 in (a),(d) SSTs; (b),(e) LTS; and (c),(f) pressure velocity. LTS calculated as in Klein and Hartmann (1993) as the potential

temperature difference between 700 and1000 hPa.
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Therefore, we present here only results for M2

during SOND.

The values of DTb between 2008 and 2009 are small

for SOND (Fig. 13a) in spite of the La Niña–to–El Niño
transition (Fig. 2b). There appears to be a reduction in

the Tb of the higher peaking CO2-slicing channel during

SOND, and a warming of Tb during MAM (not shown),

although these anomalies are well within the range of

previously described DTb in section 5.

To physically diagnose the warming and cooling

pattern seen in Fig. 13, we relate the geographical

structure of cloud type percentages and cloud type–

specific Tb to their dynamical and thermodynamical

environment as depicted in the NNR (Fig. 14). SSTs

warm in 2009 relative to 2008 in the tropical eastern

Pacific and cool in the subtropics, sharpening the

temperature gradient (Figs. 14a,d). Along with these

increased SSTs is a decrease in lower-tropospheric

stability (LTS) near the coast (Figs. 14b,e) and an

increase in ascent (Figs. 14c,f). The decrease in LTS

coincides with a decrease in the fraction of HIRS

pixels identified as low-level clouds [cloud-top pres-

sure (CTP) . 680 hPa]. The increase in ascent co-

incides with an increase in the fraction of HIRS pixels

identified as high clouds (CTP , 400 hPa).

Satoh et al. (2012) find that warming sea surface

temperatures favor increased cirrus cover, and nar-

rower, more intense convective columns. During the

warm phase in SOND 2009, there are lower Tb

(Fig. 13) for most cloud types in the 14.5–15.0-mm

bands, and lower Tb for opaque ice clouds across all

channels indicates colder cloud tops that are associ-

ated with an increase in convective height and

intensity.

In contrast to the regionally averaged DTb between

2008 and 2009, the increasing s2Tb ratios between the

two years (Fig. 13b) are striking. Increases in s2Tb for

all pixels during MAM of the two years (not shown) are

similar to those in SOND. For most cloud types, s2Tb

are several tenths of a kelvin higher during 2009 than

during 2008. The strongest increases in standard de-

viation occur for overshooting, cirrus, and opaque ice—

all cloud types associated with deep tropical convection.

Importantly, the modest percentage increase in s2Tb for

all clouds belies the larger increases in variability for

many cloud types, which are noticeable only when ex-

amining cloud type–specific statistics. These cloud type–

specific statistics thus provide additional insight into

physical processes. Specifically, we suggest that the in-

creased variances are related to warmer SSTs, a

strengthened overturning circulation, and a narrowing

of convective cores during El Niño, as we describe be-

low. Furthermore, the cloud type–specific s2Tb

increases are much stronger than those due to inter-

satellite biases in Fig. 11b or year-to-year instrument

degradation (a degradation of 10% per year for M2

would be catastrophic indeed). The general increase in

s2Tb, with the emphasis on cloud types associated with

the ITCZ, constitutes an example of region-specific

interannual change that is likely detectable with the

current state of calibration with the HIRS–AVHRR

record.

The increase in s2Tb for all pixels during SOND

includes a large contribution from changes in the trop-

ical deep convective clouds (Fig. 13b). These changes

can be explained by an increase in the convective cloud

amount (Fig. 14c), an increase in height (and reduction

in Tb, Fig. 14f), and possibly higher spatial variability in

the warm phase [e.g., due to a narrowing and in-

tensification of deep convection, as in Satoh et al.

(2012)].

The higher spatial variability of convective clouds is

likely related to the colder cloud tops in Figs. 13a, 14a,d.

Specifically, an increase in the intensity of deep con-

vection over the eastern Pacific warm pool should result

in such colder cloud tops. Decreasing cloud-top tem-

perature for deep convective clouds increases not only

the range of cloud-top temperatures for the high clouds

themselves, but also the variance due to any averaging of

nearby, much warmer pixels.

Channel-by-channel changes also suggest an increase

in deep convection and its impacts. The increase in s2Tb

at the 14.5-mm channel, which peaks in the upper tro-

posphere, and for the water vapor channels, suggests

either 1) additional localized input of heat and moisture

at these altitudes by deep convection or 2) contamina-

tion due to thin cirrus not detected by AVHRR. The

smaller s2Tb ratios for channels that sense the mid- and

lower troposphere hint at the latter.

Su and Jiang (2013) suggest that observed changes in

high clouds during the 2009 El Niño are related to a

strengthened tropical Hadley circulation. The observed

increases in ascent, the decreases in LTS, and the overall

shift from low to high clouds highlighted in Figs. 14b,c,f

support their results.

In summary, a careful examination of both mean Tb

and s2Tb by channel and cloud type helps to more

clearly delineate cloud frequency, CTP, and opacity

changes during a moderate shift toward the warm phase

of El Niño. Analyzing changing HIRS Tb statistics by

cloud type reveals cloud type–specific physical processes

missed in the statistics for all pixels, and it confirms the

results of earlier observational and modeling studies.

Analyzing changing statistics by HIRS channel further

highlights the upper-tropospheric impacts of deep con-

vection. These variance changes are well outside the
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range of intersatellite differences aside from severe

degradation.

6. Conclusions

We seek to produce a seamless, global-scale, long-

term, continuous record of both cloud type and spectral

Tb statistics, with the intent to better characterize clouds

from seasonal to decadal time scales. Toward this end,

we derive a cloud-typed spectral radiance record from

NOAA polar-orbiting weather satellite data. Cloud

properties are obtained from spectral imager data ob-

served with the Advanced Very High Resolution Ra-

diometer (AVHRR), where the cloud classification

methods are defined by Clouds fromAVHRRExtended

(CLAVR-x) and the International Satellite Cloud Cli-

matology Project (ISCCP) cloud-top pressure–optical

thickness binning. Spectral brightness temperatures (Tb)

observed by the High Resolution Infrared Radiation

Sounder (HIRS) are characterized by the two afore-

mentioned cloud type methodologies.

The above-mentioned characterization considers

carefully the interpolation of AVHRR data onto each

individual HIRS field of view (FOV). A conical point

spread function (PSF) with a radius of approximately

8 km for HIRS/4 and 16km for HIRS/3 is determined to

be the most optimal PSF to interpolate AVHRR data to

an individual HIRS FOV. The HIRS Tb are then char-

acterized at the subpixel level and aggregates of cloud

type statistics for large sets of Tb data are investigated.

The Tb histograms sorted by cloud type are realistic for

all HIRS channels; however, less overlap between ad-

jacent cloud type histograms is observed with CLAVR-x

cloud classification compared to ISCCP.

A novel method for mapping multiple statistical mo-

ments of large volumes of cloud-typed Tb data onto

latitude and longitude grids using a memory-conserving,

histogram-based approach is described. This approach is

tested within the northeast tropical and subtropical Pa-

cific Ocean. We compare and evaluate HIRS/AVHRR

data in 2008 and 2009 among different satellite combi-

nations during a significant ENSO transition to test

whether changes in the cloud type spectral Tb observa-

tions can be quantified. The magnitude of Tb biases

among spatially coincident satellite intersections over

the northeast Pacific is a function of cloud type and

wavelength. While the sign of the bias can change, the

magnitudes are generally small for NOAA-18 and

NOAA-19, and NOAA-19 and MetOp-A intersections.

We further show that cloud-typed Tb variance changes

well exceed intersatellite calibration uncertainties.

We argue that such higher-order statistical moments

determined from spectral IR observations may serve

as a useful long-term measure of changes in particular

cloud types over the HIRS–AVHRR observing record.

For example, we discern strong cloud type–dependent

increases in Tb variance from 2008 (cool phase) to 2009

(warm phase), which are consistent with a strengthened

overturning circulation, and an increase in deep con-

vection during El Niño. These physical process changes

are highly relevant to the study of climate variability

and change.

The northeast Pacific Ocean case study also illustrates

the need for further work on intercalibration between

the various HIRS and AVHRR instruments. This in-

tercalibration is shown to be a prerequisite for the de-

termination of small shifts in the phase andmagnitude of

the diurnal cycle within each cloud type category over

the ocean. Furthermore, we are unable to discern the

effects of fundamental differences in the instrument

resolution of HIRS from the effects of instrument

degradation.
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